Abstract| Constraint relational databases use constraints to both model and query data. A constraint relation contains a nite set of generalized tuples. Each generalized tuple is represented by a conjunction of constraints on a given logical theory and, depending on the logical theory and the speci c conjunction of constraints, it may possibly represent an innite set of relational tuples. For their characteristics, constraint databases are well suited to model multidimensional and structured data, like spatial and temporal data. The de nition of an algebra for constraint relational databases is important in order to make constraint databases a practical technology. In this paper, we extend the previously de ned constraint algebra (called generalized relational algebra). First, we show that the relational model is not the only possible semantic reference model for constraint relational databases and we show how constraint relations can be interpreted under the nested relational model. Then, we introduce two distinct classes of constraint algebras, one based on the relational algebra, and one based on the nested relational algebra, and we present an algebra of the latter type. The algebra is proved equivalent to the generalized relational algebra when input relations are modi ed by introducing generalized tuple identi ers. However, it is more suitable from a user point of view. Thus, the di erence existing between such algebras is similar to the di erence existing between the relational algebra and the nested relational algebra, dealing with only one level of nesting. We also show how external functions can be added to the proposed algebra.
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I. Introduction C ONSTRAINT programming is a completely declarative paradigm by which computations are described by specifying how they are constrained. The idea of programming with constraints is not new. In Arti cial Intelligence, constraints have been used since many years and several proposals have been developed. The main idea of constraint languages is to state a set of relations (constraints) among a set of objects in a given domain. It is a task of the constraint satisfaction system (or constraint solver) to nd a solution satisfying these relations. Constraint programming is very attractive from a database point of view since it is completely declarative and since often constraints represent the communication language of several high-level applications. During the last few years, a lot of work has been done in order to introduce constraints in both relational 16 21] . In this paper, we only consider relational databases.
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Thus, constraints are a powerful mechanism for modeling spatial and temporal concepts, where often in nite information have to be represented. Indeed, spatial objects can be seen as composed by an in nite set of points, corresponding to the solutions of particular mathematical constraints. For example, the constraint X 2 +Y 2 9 represents a circle with center in the point (0; 0) and with radius equal to 3. From a temporal perspective, constraints are very useful in representing situations that are related to a given period of time. For example, we may think of a train, standing at a transit station each day for the same period of time. With respect to data modeling, the main advantage in using constraints is that they serve as a unifying data type for the (conceptual) representation of heterogeneous data. In particular, the bene t of this approach is emphasized when complex knowledge (for example, spatial or temporal data) has to be combined with some descriptive non-structured information (such as names or gures).
At the query language level, constraints increase the expressive power of simple relational languages by allowing mathematical computations. In this respect, constraints have also been used in multimedia database languages, to model both temporal synchronization properties and spatial layout properties for the presentation of multimedia objects, resulting from the query evaluation 29]. The integration of constraints in existing query languages introduces several issues. Indeed, constraint query languages should preserve all the nice features supported by relational languages. For example, they should be closed 1 and bottomup evaluable.
The rst general design principle to make the integration of constraints and database technology feasible has been proposed in 24] , where a general framework for constraint query languages has been de ned. The framework is based on the simple idea that a constraint can be seen as an extension of a relational tuple, or, vice versa, that a relational tuple can be interpreted as a conjunction of equality constraints. The new constraint tuples are called generalized and are represented by nite quanti er-free conjunctions of constraints on a given decidable logical theory. Each generalized tuple nitely represents a possibly in nite set of relational tuples, called extension of the generalized tuple, one for each assignment that makes the generalized tuple true in the domain of the chosen theory. In the same paper, a calculus for constraint databases has been proposed and shown to be tractable from a computational point of view. The obtained model is called generalized relational model.
As for the relational model, the correct formalism to obtain both a formal speci cation of the language and a suitable basis to handle implementation is the de nition of an algebra. In particular, the relational algebra can be easily extended to deal with generalized relations. The obtained algebra is called generalized relational algebra 16 Motivations: Among the various topics that should be investigated to make constraint databases a practical technology, we believe that there are at least two issues to consider from a modeling point of view:
The basic idea underlying the generalized relational model is to consider a generalized relation as thenite representation of a possibly in nite set of relational tuples 24]. We believe, however, that the relational model is not the only way to assign a semantics to generalized relations. In particular, generalized relations can be interpreted under the nested relational model 1], 2]. Indeed, each generalized relation can be seen as a nite set of (possibly) in nite sets, each representing the extension of a single generalized tuple, contained in the considered relation. Note that, under this interpretation, generalized relations model a very simple kind of nesting. The use of a di erent semantic reference model for constraint databases leads to the de nition of new languages. In this respect, the type of sets that can be modeled by a single generalized tuple becomes important. New connectives, and not only conjunction as proposed in 24], can be used. For example, to model concave sets inside a generalized tuple, disjunction must be used. The second issue is related to applications. We believe that each application needs some speci c procedures. These procedures may either be not expressible in the constraint language or require a speci c implementation. In both cases, the use of external functions is an important topic. Here, the issues are related to how functions can be added to a constraint language.
Contributions: The aim of this paper is to present the nested relational model as a new reference model for generalized relational databases and to investigate algebraic languages based on such model. In particular: 1. We extend the notion of generalized tuple to deal with more general sets of logical operators (for example, containing disjunction). Then, we introduce the nested relational model as a new semantic reference model for generalized relational databases. 2. We show that, in order to take advantage from the use of the nested relational model as semantic reference model, the generalized relational algebra should be extended to deal with operators handling each generalized tuple as a set, thus, as a single object. In particular, we de ne two classes of algebras (r-based and n-based) and we prove several interesting properties relating the two classes. R-based algebras extend the usual relational algebra to constraint databases; n-based algebras are based on the nested relational algebra, de ned for complex objects.
A speci c n-based language is also presented and proved equivalent to the generalized relational algebra when speci c generalized tuple identi ers are inserted in input generalized relations. The language contains two classes of operators: one class handling generalized relations as an in nite set of relational tuples (tuple operators), and one class handling each generalized relation as a nite set of sets (set operators).
3. We extend the algebra with new operators dealing with external functions and show that the new operators are well de ned, i.e., they preserve the closure of the algebra.
Related work: The algebra we propose introduces set computation in the generalized relational algebra. Organization of the paper: The paper is organized as follows. The generalized relational model and the generalized relational algebra are presented in Section II and Section III, respectively. Section IV discusses the limitations of the generalized relational model, whereas Section V presents an extended generalized relational model, obtained by extending the notion of generalized tuple. In Section VI we introduce r-based and n-based languages. Then, a n-based language is proposed and proved equivalent to the generalized relational algebra when generalized tuple identi ers are inserted in input relations. Finally, the de nition of operators based on the use of application dependent functions is discussed in Section VII. Section VIII presents some conclusions and outlines future work.
II. The generalized relational model
A constraint identi es an atomic formula of a decidable logical theory 11]. Several classes of constraints have been devised; variables can range among elements of a certain domain or among sets of elements of a certain domain 9], 33]. In this paper, we only consider variables ranging over numerical domains. Some of the possible theories are: real polynomial inequality constraints, dense linear order inequality constraints, equality constraints over an in nite domain 24] . In the following, we assume that each theory is associated with a speci c structure of interpretation D, having D has domain. To simplify the notation, in the following we use D to denote both the interpretation structure and its domain. For example, real polynomial inequality constraints are all the formulas of the form p(X 1 ; :::; X n ) 0, where p is a polynomial with real coefcients in variables X 1 ; :::; X n and 2 f=; 6 =; ; <; ; >g. The domain D is the set of real numbers; function symbols +, , predicate symbols and constants are interpreted in the standard way over D. The use of constraints to model data is based on the consideration that a relational tuple is a particular type of constraint 24]. For example, the relational tuple (3; 4) for relation R with two real attributes X and Y can be interpreted as the constraint X = 3^Y = 4. Similarly, the formula X < 2^Y > 5 can be interpreted as a generalized tuple, representing the set of relational tuples f(a; b) j a < 2;b > 5;a 2 R;b 2 Rg. Thus A generalized relation r of arity k in is a nite set r = ft 1 ; :::; t M g where each t i , 1 i M, is a generalized tuple over variables X 1 ; :::; X k and in . The schema of r, denoted by (r), is the set fX 1 ; :::; X k g. A generalized database is a nite set of generalized relations. The schema of a generalized database is a set of relation names R 1 ; :::; R n , each with the corresponding schema. 2 Generalized relations are interpreted following a relational semantics, by which a generalized relation is interpreted as the nite representation of a possibly in nite set of relational tuples.
De nition 2: Let be a decidable logical theory. Let D be the domain of . Let r = ft 1 ; :::; t n g be a generalized relation. Let ext(t i ) = f j : (t i ) ! D; D j= t i g. 2 A generalized tuple t i is inconsistent if ext(t i ) = ;, i.e., if 6 9 such that D j= t i . Two generalized tuples t i and t j , such that (t i ) = (t j ), are equivalent (denoted by t i r t j ) i ext(t i ) = ext(t j ) (thus, 8 D j= t i $ t j ). The relational semantics of r, denoted by rel(r), is ext(t 1 ) ::: ext(t n ). Two generalized relations r 1 and r 2 are requivalent (denoted by r 1 r r 2 ) i rel(r 1 ) = rel(r 2 ). 2 The set ext(t), for a generalized tuple t, and the set rel(r), for a generalized relation r = ft 1 ; :::; t n g, are sets of assignments, making t or the formula t 1 _ :::_ t n true in the considered domain. However, each assignment can be seen as a relational tuple. Therefore, in the following the elements of ext(t) or rel(r) are called either assignments or relational tuples, depending from the context. Example 1: Di erent theories can be used to model different types of information. According to the de nition of spatial data given in 18], the theory of linear polynomial constraints ( P ) has the su cient expressive power to describe the geometric component of spatial data in geographical applications 27]. In order to represent geometry of geographical objects using constraints, the approach is to use a generalized relation with n variables representing points of a n-dimensional space. Generalized tuples of this relation thus represent sets of points embedded in that space. An identi er should be used in order to group points belonging to the same object.
In this example we restrict our attention to the Euclidean Plane (E 2 ) and we assume that the generalized relation schema is fN; X; Y g. Variable N represents the object identi er whereas variables X and Y represent object points.
The types of point-sets of E 2 which can be described using generalized tuples on theory P are shown in Table I . The rst three types, POINT, SEGMENT and CONVEX, correspond to conjunctions of constraints on the theory P . The fourth type, COMPOSITE Spatial Object, corresponds to a disjunction of generalized tuples on P .
The representation of time intervals is another interesting application for constraint databases. An interval consists of a time duration which is bound by two endpoints. These endpoints are instants on the time axis. An interval degenerates to an instant when its endpoints coincide. Moreover, an interval is non-contiguous if it does not contain all instants of the axis of time which lie between its endpoints. The dense-order constraint theory 3 Note that composite spatial objects and non-contiguous intervals cannot be represented by a single generalized tuple. Rather, a set of generalized tuples is needed containing one generalized tuple respectively for each convex object belonging to the convex decomposition of the composite spatial object and for each instant or interval belonging to the representation of the non-contiguous interval (see Tables I and II) . The algebraic approach represents the correct formalism to obtain both a formal speci cation of the language and a suitable basis for implementation. The class of algebras (one for each decidable theory) we present in this paragraph is a direct extension of the relational algebra and is derived from the algebra presented in 16], 23], 31]. Table III presents the operators of the algebra. In the following, the set of algebraic operators, together with their 3 Constraints of the dense-order theory are of type X Y; X c, where X and Y are variables, c is a constant, and 2 f=; 6 =; ; <; ; >g.
The interpretation is given with respect to a dense-ordered domain. b c id is a numeric constant, representing the object identi er. c One or both of the rst two conjuncts of this formula can be removed if a semi straight line or a complete straight line has to be represented. d The introduction of the function sign() is necessary in order to take into account that the polygonal region represented by a simple polygon is always on the left side of the polygon itself. Thus, function sign(P 1 ;P 2 ) returns 1 or ?1 according to the direction of the line de ned by P 1 and P 2 . arity, is denoted by GRA whereas the syntactic language (i.e., the set of expressions obtained by combining these operators) is denoted by GRA (Generalized Relational Algebra).
Following the approach proposed in 22], each operator of Table III is described by using two kinds of clauses: those presenting the schema restrictions required by the argument relations and by the result relation, and those introducing the operator semantics. R 1 ; :::; R n are relation names and e represents the syntactic expression under analysis. The semantics of expressions is described by using an interpretation function that takes an expression e and returns the corresponding query. 4 The query takes a set of generalized relations on a theory and computes a new generalized relation as result, containing only consistent generalized tuples. Note that, in order to guarantee operator closure (of projection and complement), the considered theory must admit variable elimination and must be closed under complementation. 5 Finally, note that Table  III , together with the resulting relation, also presents the relational semantics of such relation. 6 Table III thus de nes a class of algebras, one for each theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. The support of this algebra is the set of all generalized relations that can be constructed on theory . In the following, given a constraint theory , we denote by GRA( ) the set of all the queries that can be expressed in the algebra on theory .
GRA( ) satis es an important property: the result of the application of a GRA( ) query to a generalized database corresponds to the application of the corresponding relational algebra query to the relational database, represented by the relational semantics of the input generalized relations. This property is stated by the following proposition.
Proposition 1: 23] Let OP be a GRA operator and let OP rel be the corresponding relational algebra operator. Let r i , i = 1; :::; n, be generalized relations on theory . Then, rel( (OP)(r 1 ; :::; r n )) = (OP rel )(rel(r 1 ); :::; rel(r n )). 2 By using the operators of Table III , some useful derived operators can be de ned, whose semantics is described in Table IV .
The following example shows the use of GRA to express queries in spatial and temporal applications. 38] for some examples of spatial query languages and models). For each query, the table contains a textual description and the mapping to GRA. Queries refer to two sets of spatial objects, which are represented by two generalized relations R and S on P , where (R) = (S) = fN; X; Y g. N is the generalized tuple identi er whereas X and Y represent points of the spatial objects.
Table V(B) shows some queries involving temporal data. The queries concern the trains arriving at a transit station S and leaving from the same station S. The entire set of information is represented by a generalized relation A on D (de ned in Example 1) with four variables (N; F; I; T). Variable I represents the interval during which the train stops at station S, variable F represents the numeric code of the departure station of the train, and variable T represents the numeric code of the destination station of the train. Variable N univocally identi es each group of information (thus, it is a generalized tuple identi er). The time is expressed in minutes from the beginning of the day. 3
IV. Limitations of the generalized relational model
The model presented in Section II and the class of algebras presented in Section III have some limitations. In what follows, we discuss such limitations and we point out the corresponding extensions to GRA( ) that we propose in order to overcome them.
De nition and semantics of generalized tuples.
The expressive power of generalized tuples is lower than the expressive power of rst-order formulas without quanti ers. In particular, speaking in terms of spatial data, each generalized tuple can represent only a convex set of points. Thus, in order to be able to model a concave set of points, a convex decomposition of the concave object should be generated; each convex object belonging to such decomposition should then be represented by using a single generalized tuple. In order to relate all these tuples, an identi er should be assigned to each convex object (see Example 1). This approach may result in some degree of redundancy, in particular when descriptive properties have to be associated with concave objects. We claim that a more general de nition of generalized databases can be given. The solution we propose is to de ne a more general notion of generalized tuple, allowing the use of arbitrary sets of logical connectives to connect constraints. For example, when disjunction is allowed, a constraint can represent either a concave or convex point set. Another consideration is related to the semantics assigned to generalized relations. Under the relational semantics introduced in Section II, each generalized relation represents a (possibly in nite) set of tuples, whatever notion of generalized tuple is adopted. We believe that the relational semantics is not the only way to assign a meaning to generalized relations. In particular, a generalized relation can also be interpreted as a nested relation 1], 2], containing a nite number of possibly in nite sets, each corresponding to the extension of a generalized tuple. These issues are investigated in Section V.
2. Algebras. The class of algebras (one for each decidable theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation) presented in Section III handles a generalized relation as a (possibly in nite) set of relational tuples. This approach forces the user to think in term of single points; as a consequence, the only way to manipulate generalized tuples as single objects is to assign each generalized tuple an identi er. By assigning a nested semantics to generalized relations, the user has to think in term of sets. Therefore, rel(r) = ft j t 2 rel(r 1 );t 2 ext(P)g d This is the relational projection operator. e Given a generalized tuple t, the expression X i 1 ;:::;X ip ] (t) represents the generalized tuple obtained by applying a quanti er elimination algorithm to the formula 9 (r) n fX i 1 ;:::;X ip g t.
f Complement is needed to prove the equivalence of the constraint algebra with the constraint relational calculus 24]. Actually, the algebra proposed in 23] does not include the complement operator. This operator can be simulated by assuming to deal with a relation representing all possible relational tuples on the given domain. In our setting, we suppose that algebraic operators can only be applied to relations belonging to the schema. Therefore, we need to explicitly insert this operator. Cartesian product R 1 R 2 (r 1 ) \ (r 2 ) = ;
new classes of algebras should be introduced in order to be able to manipulate objects under the new semantics. We propose two classes of algebras, one for each semantics. Moreover, we present a speci c class of algebras adopting the nested semantics. This issue is investigated in Section VI.
3. Application Domains. The expressiveness of the generalized relational algebra depends on both the set of algebraic operators and the chosen logical theory. Di erent logical theories should be used for di erent application domains (e.g., temporal 25] or spatial 30], 31] applications). However, often the chosen logical theory is not adequate to support all the functionalities needed by the speci c application. For example, in the linear polynomial constraint theory the Euclidean distance cannot be represented; thus, if applications require the use of such function, the more general (and less e cient from a computational point of view) polynomial constraints theory should be adopted. In order to overcome the previous problem, we extend the algebra with external functions. This approach avoids the introduction of a \complex" logical theory by making it possible to adopt a \simple" logic, for example the linear polynomial inequality constraint theory, and to add the speci c computations characterized by high complexity as external functions. In this way, the theory remains simple and the increase in expressive power, and in general in complexity, is embedded in the set of external functions. This issue is investigated in Section VII. In the following sections, we formalize our solutions.
V. The extended generalized relational model
In the following, we extend the de nition of generalized tuples, in order to be able to express more general sets in their extension. This is possible by using additional logical connectives in generalized tuples. The basic requirement is that generalized tuples must be quanti er-free, to guarantee an e cient computation. 7 As we will see in Section a The di erence operator (n) is de ned as derived operator in Table IV . b Cconvex() is de ned in Table I . c C instant () is de ned in Table II . d Q Post (t) is a short form for the set of instants that follow t.
VI, the use of more expressive generalized tuples allows to increase the expressive power of some classes of constraint languages. In the following, a set of rst-order logical connectives without quanti ers is called signature. De nition 3: Let be a decidable logical theory and a signature. A generalized tuple on and over variables X 1 ; :::; X k is a rst-order formula whose free variables belong to X 1 ; :::; X k , atoms are atomic formulas on , and logical connectives belong to . A generalized relation on and is a set of generalized tuples on and , and a generalized database on and is a set of generalized relations on and . Since we have de ned to be a set of rst-order logical connectives without quanti ers, the only possible signatures are: f^g; f_g; f^; _g; f:;^g; f:; _g; f:;^; _g. By assuming to consider only theories closed under complementation, the sets of all generalized tuples on and one of the signatures f^; _g; f:;^g; f:; _g; f:;^; _g coincide. Therefore, in the following, to simplify the notation, we only consider the signatures f^g; f_g, and f^; _g. Generalized tuples on and f^; _g allow us to represent all sets that can be characterized in rst-order logic without quanti ers and are called disjunctive For what we will discuss in the following, it is useful to denote in some way the set of generalized relations on and , leading to the de nition of extended generalized relational support.
De nition 4: Let be a decidable logical theory and a signature. The set of all generalized relations on and (denoted by S( ; )) is called extended generalized relational support (EGR support for short) on and . 2 Note that generalized relations introduced in De nition 1 belong to S( ; f^g).
Example 3: Tables VI and VII show how composite spatial objects and non-contiguous intervals can be represented using disjunctive generalized tuples. In such representation, each disjunct represents respectively a convex polygon belonging to the convex decomposition of the original object or either an instant or an interval belonging to the representation of the non-contiguous interval. No generalized tuple identi er is needed in this case. The relational semantics is not the only way to assign a meaning to generalized relations. In particular, generalized relations can be interpreted as nested relations 1], 2]. A nested relation is a relation in which attributes may contain sets as values. A generalized relation can be interpreted as a nested relation containing a nite number of possibly innite sets, each representing the extension of a generalized tuple. This interpretation leads to the de nition of the following semantics.
De nition 5: Let r = ft 1 ; :::; t n g be a generalized relation. The nested semantics of r, denoted by nested(r), is the set fext(t 1 ); :::; ext(t n )g. Two generalized relations r 1 and r 2 are n-equivalent (denoted by r 1 n r 2 ) i nested(r 1 ) = nested(r 2 ). 2 Note that distinct generalized tuples with the same extension represent the same object in the generalized relation. From De nition 5 it follows that, if two generalized relations are n-equivalent, they are also r-equivalent.
Proposition 2: n r .
Proof:
Suppose that r = ft 1 ; :::; t n g and r 0 = ft 0 1 ; :::; t 0 n g. Then, r n r 0 ) nested(r) = nested(r 0 ) ) fext(t 1 ); :::; ext(t n )g = fext(t 0 1 ); :::; ext(t 0 n )g ) S i=1;:::;n ext(t i ) = S i=1;:::;n ext(t 0 i ) ) rel(r) = rel(r 0 ) ) r r r 0 .
The di erence between the relational and nested semantics is best shown by the following example. The aim of this subsection is to compare the expressive power of di erent EGR supports with a particular attention to S( ; f^; _g) and S( ; f^g). For this purpose, we rst introduce the concept of containment and equivalence for supports. Since we have de ned two semantics, two notions of equivalence are introduced. We propose a general de nition of these concepts, considering supports with arbitrary theories and signatures.
De nition 6: Let S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) be two EGR supports. Let t 2 fr; ng. S( ; 1 ) t-contains S( ; 2 ) (denoted by S( ; 1 ) t S( ; 2 )) i for each generalized relation r 2 S( ; 1 ) there exists a generalized relation r 0 2 S( ; 2 ) such that r t r 0 . S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) are t-equivalent (denoted by S( ; 1 ) t S( ; 2 )) i S( ; 1 ) t-contains S( ; 2 ) and S( ; 2 ) t-contains S( ; 1 ). 2 From the properties of rst-order logic connectives 11], the following result follows.
Proposition 3: Let S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) be two EGR supports. S( ; 1 ) r S( ; 2 ) i the signature 1 f_g is equivalent 8 to 2 f_g. S( ; 1 ) n S( ; 2 ) i the signature 1 is equivalent to 2 .
2 From the previous proposition, it follows that S( ; f^; _g) is r-equivalent to S( ; f^g), but S( ; f^; _g) is not n-equivalent to S( ; f^g) 11].
VI. Extended generalized relational algebras
The class of algebras (one for each decidable logical theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation) presented in Section III is based on the relational semantics for generalized databases (see Table III and Proposition 1).
In general, when adopting the nested semantics for generalized relations, other operators can be de ned, considering the extension of each generalized tuple as a single object. The following example better clari es which operations can be useful.
Example 5: Consider a relation R, representing spatial objects contained in the Euclidean plane and having schema N; X; Y , where N is a generalized tuple identi er and X and Y represent the object points. Consider the query \Find all objects in R that are contained in the object o". 8 Two sets of rst-order logic operators A and B are equivalent i for each formula that can be expressed using operators in A there exists an equivalent formula, expressed using operators in B, and vice versa.
Let P be the generalized tuple representing \o" in the Euclidean space. Let (P) = fX; Y g. This query is expressed in GRA( ) as follows:
The previous expression has the following meaning: P (R) selects the points (X; Y ) of R contained in P, together with the identi er of the object to which they belong. R n P (R) selects the points (X; Y ) that are not contained in P, together with the identi er of the object to which they belong. N] (R n P (R)) selects the identi ers of the objects having at least one point not contained in P. Thus, all the retrieved identi ers correspond to objects not contained in P.
N] (R) n ( N] (R n P (R))) selects the identi ers of the objects contained in P.
( N] (R) n ( N] (R n P (R)))) 1 R selects the objects contained in P. The previous expression is not very simple to write and to understand, even if the query is one of the most common in spatial applications. The problem is that the query deals with the extension of generalized tuples taken as single objects, whereas, in general, GRA algebra operators deal with single relational tuples, belonging to the extension of generalized tuples.
3 In a general setting, we believe that at least two classes of algebras to manipulate generalized relations can be designed:
R-based algebras: R-based languages are such that the relational semantics of the result of any query they can express is equivalent to the result of an equivalent relational algebra query, when applied to a set of relations representing the relational semantics of the input generalized relations (as the algebras presented in Section III). N-based algebras: N-based algebras are such that the nested semantics of the result of any query they can express is equivalent to the result of an equivalent nested relational algebra query 1], 2], when applied to a set of nested relations representing the nested semantics of the input generalized relations. All relational algebra expressions can obviously be expressed in the nested relational algebra. It has been proved that also the opposite result holds 32], when input and output relations are not nested objects. When input/output relations are nested objects, the equivalence is guaranteed by the use of object identi ers to code nested objects into at ones 39].
In the remainder of this paper, we use the following notation. Let be a set of operator symbols, together with their arity (consider for example GRA ).
L is the syntactic language generated by the signature . For example, let GRA = L GRA . Then, as an example, R 1 1 R 2 2 GRA. Table III speci es the operator semantics for the algebra whose support is S( ; ). Thus, whatever the chosen support is, the table assigns a speci c meaning to syntactic operators. L ( ) is the set of all the queries obtained by composition of functions representing the operator semantics (thus, it is a semantic language). Thus, for each expression e 2 L , there exists a function (e) 2 L ( ) representing the semantics of e. Note that each query in L ( ) is a function with polymorphic type, since it can be applied to arbitrary supports. Moreover, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between expressions contained in L and queries contained in L ( ). For this reason, in the following, when it is clear from the context, we use indi erently L and L ( ) to denote both the syntactic and the semantic language. Similarly, an expression e is also used to denote the semantic function (e). Semantic functions associated with operators in will be also called L ( ) operator semantic functions. L ( ; ) is the set of all the queries obtained by composition of functions representing operator semantics, forcing the type to be S( ; ). Note that, using this notation, GRA( ), introduced in Section III, corresponds to GRA( ; f^g). Thus, from now on, we use this notation. Using this notation we can nally introduce n-based and r-based languages.
De nition 7: Let L be a syntactic language. Let be a logical theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. Let Rel be the set of all relational queries. Let N Rel be the set of all nested relational queries. Then: L( ) is r-based i there exists a query mapping h : L( ) ! Rel such that h(q) = q 0 and for all supports S( ; ), for all generalized relations r i 2 S( ; ), i = 1; :::; n, rel(q(r 1 ; :::; r n )) = q 0 (rel(r 1 ); :::; rel(r n )) (see Fig. 1 ). L( ) is n-based i there exists a query mapping h : L( ) ! N Rel such that h(q) = q 0 and for all supports S( ; ), for all generalized relations r i 2 S( ; ), i = 1; :::; n, nested(q(r 1 ; :::; r n )) = q 0 (nested(r 1 ); :::; nested(r n )) (see Fig. 1 ). 2 Note that De nition 7 implies that algebra operators are independent from the chosen support, i.e., similar computations can be applied to di erent supports. Moreover, from De nition 7 and Proposition 1, it follows that GRA( ) is r-based.
Since relational operators are part of any nested relational algebra, r-based algebras are also n-based. We call strict n-based algebras the languages that are n-based but are not r-based.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Subsection VI-A we analyze the relationships existing between languages and EGR supports. In Subsection VI-B we introduce a n-based language, obtained by extending GRA( ). In Subsection VI-C we prove that the proposed language is n-based and we study the equivalence between this language and GRA( ).
A. Relationship between languages and EGR supports
Given two semantic languages, the relationships existing between the supports on which they are based allow us to detect some relationships existing between the expressive power of such languages. In order to formalize these notions, the concept of equivalence between languages should be introduced.
De nition 8: Let L 1 = L 1 and L 2 = L 2 be two syntactic languages. Let be a decidable theory, admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. Let S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) be two EGR supports. Let t 2 fr; ng. L 1 ( ; 1 ) is t-contained in L 2 ( ; 2 ) (denoted by L 1 ( ; 1 ) t L 2 ( ; 2 )) i for each query q 2 L 1 ( ; 1 ) there exists a query q 0 2 L 2 ( ; 2 ) such that for each input generalized relation r i 2 S( ; 1 ), i = 1; :::; n, a generalized relation r 0 i 2 S( ; 2 ) exists such that r i t r 0 i and q(r 1 ; :::; r n ) t q 0 (r 0 1 ; :::; r 0 n ). L 1 ( ; 1 ) is t-equivalent to L 2 ( ; 2 ) (denoted by L 1 ( ; 1 ) t L 2 ( ; 2 )) i L 2 ( ; 2 ) t L 1 ( ; 1 ) and L 2 ( ; 2 ) t L 1 ( ; 1 ). 2 Note that, in the previous de nition of equivalence, equivalent expressions take equivalent input relations. We now analyze the expressive power of a constraint language L( ) with respect to di erent EGR supports (proofs of the following results are presented in 6]). Another interesting property is stated by the following proposition.
Proposition 5: Let L = L be a syntactic language. Let be a decidable theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. Let t 2 fr; ng. Let S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) be two EGR supports. If L( ) is t-based, for all q 2 L( ), for all r 1 ; :::; r n 2 S( ; 1 ) and for all r 0 1 ; :::; r 0 n 2 S( ; 2 ), such that r 0 i t r i , q(r 1 ; :::; r n ) t q(r 0 1 ; :::; r 0 n ) holds. 2 Proposition 5 speci es that queries expressed in a tbased language are independent from the particular representation given to t-equivalent generalized relations. Note that the previous propositions, as well as De nition 7, imply that the semantics of algebra operators is independent from the chosen support.
B. Language de nition
In the following we present a n-based algebra for constraint databases that we call Extended Generalized Relational Algebra, since it is obtained by extending the generalized relational algebra with new operators. This language has been designed to manipulate generalized tuples under two di erent points of view, assuming to assign the nested semantics to generalized relations. There are two ways of manipulating generalized relations:
1. Set operators. They apply a certain computation to groups of relational tuples, each represented by the extension of a generalized tuple. Consider a generalized relation R(X; Y ) where each generalized tuple represents a rectangle. Each tuple has the form: X a 1^X a 2^Y b 1^Y b 2 . If we want to know which rectangles are contained in a given space, each constraint must be interpreted as a single object and a subset of the input rectangles must be returned as query answer. 2. Tuple operators. They apply a certain relational computation to generalized relations and assign a given nested representation to the result. As an example of application, consider again a generalized relation R(X; Y ) where each generalized tuple represents a rectangle. The detection of the set of points contained in the intersection space of each rectangle with a given spatial object is a typical tuple operation. Note that, under the nested semantics, tuple operators apply computations to relational tuples, nested inside sets, represented by generalized tuples. This approach greatly simpli es nested computation. We believe that both types of operators are useful when dealing with constraint databases, since they correspond to two complementary types of generalized tuple manipulation.
The new syntactic language is denoted by EGRA. EGRA operators are the following:
Tuple operators, except complement, are exactly the operators introduced in Table III . The EGRA complement operator always returns a generalized relation which is relationally equivalent to the generalized relation returned by the GRA complement operator (when both operators are applied to the same generalized relation). However, such resulting relations is a function taking a generalized tuple t 0 and returning the projection of t 0 on variables X 1 ; :::; X n . In order to simplify the notation, in the following Q 1 and Q 2 are used both to represent the syntactic expressions and their semantic function. The set selection operator with condition (Q 1 ; Q 2 ; ), applied on a generalized relation r, selects from r only the generalized tuples t for which there exists a relation between ext(Q 1 (t)) and ext(Q 2 (t)). When a condition C is satis ed by a generalized tuple, we denote this fact by C(t). The possible meanings of operators are the following: { : in this case, we require that (Q 1 ) (Q 2 ). It selects all generalized tuples t in r such that ext(Q 1 (t)) ext( (Q1)] (Q 2 (t))). { 16 = ;: in this case, we require that (Q 1 ) = (Q 2 ). It selects all generalized tuples t in r such that ext(Q 1 (t)) \ ext(Q 2 (t)) 6 = ;. Note that, since the considered theory is decidable, set selection conditions are also decidable.
Table VIII presents set and tuple operators, according to the notation introduced in Section III. Note that, in order to guarantee operator closure, EGRA operators can only be applied to generalized relations belonging to the EGR support S( ; f^; _g), where is a logical theory admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. Thus, from now on, EGRA( ) should be interpreted as a short form for EGRA( ; f^; _g).
Example 6: Tables IX shows examples of spatial and temporal queries in EGRA( P ) and EGRA( D ) respectively. Generalized relations are interpreted as in Example 2.
3 Several derived operators can be de ned. Clearly, all GRA( ) derived operators can also be seen as EGRA( ) derived operators. However, by using set operators, other derived operators can be de ned, whose semantics is described in Table X . Proofs are presented in 6]. Table I ; Q Bnd and Q Int represent a short form for queries retrieving the boundary and the interior of a spatial object respectively 40]. b In this column the following symbols are used: C instant () and C interval (): see Table II ; Q StP (t): it is a short form for the query retrieving the set of instants that represent the starting points of all contiguous intervals contained in t; Q Post (t): it is a short form for the query retrieving the set of instants that follow the interval represented by t.
It can be easily shown that EGRA( ) operators are independent, i.e. the semantic function of no operator can be expressed as the composition of the semantic functions associated with other operators 6].
C. Properties of EGRA( ; f^; _g)
In the following we prove that:
1. EGRA( ) is a n-based algebra. 2. GRA( ; 1 ) 6 r EGRA( ; f^; _g), and therefore GRA( ; 1 ) 6 n EGRA( ; f^; _g), for all 1 . However, we introduce a weaker notion of equivalence and we show that GRA( ; 1 ) and EGRA( ; f^; _g), under speci c conditions for 1 , are equivalent under this new de nition. 3. Under speci c assumptions, the data complexity of EGRA( ; f^; _g) is equal to the data complexity of GRA( ; f^; _g). C.1 EGRA( ) is a n-based language In order to show that EGRA( ) is n-based, following De nition 7, we present a mapping from EGRA expressions to nested relational algebra expressions, satisfying De nition 7.
Let D be a domain of values. The nested relational model deals with objects of type:
::= D j hA 1 : ; :::; A n : i j f g where A 1 ; :::; A n are attribute names. In the literature, several nested relational algebras have been proposed, most of which are equivalent. A basic nested relational algebra consists of the following operators: 9 1. the classical relational operators extended to nested relations: union ( ), di erence (n), selection ( ), projection ( ), and join (1); 2. two restructuring operators: nest and unnest.
The unnest operator transforms a relation into one which is less deeply nested by concatenating each element in the set attribute being unnested to the remaining attributes in the relation. The nest operator 9 Other proposed nested relational algebra also contain a powerset operator 1]. Since it is not needed for the development of this paper, we omit its description.
creates partitions based on the construction of equivalence classes. Two tuples are equivalent if they have the same values for the attributes which are not being nested. For each equivalence class, a single tuple is placed into the result. The attributes being nested are used to generate a nested relation containing all tuples in the equivalence class for those attributes. Theorem 1: EGRA( ) is a n-based algebra.
Proof: (Sketch) It is possible to show that for each EGRA( ) query there exists an equivalent nested relational algebra query. Let D be the domain of . The proof, presented in 6], is based on the following translation of generalized relations and generalized tuples into nested relations:
Each generalized relation R with schema fX 1 ; :::; X n g can be seen as a nested relation of type fhA : fhX 1 : D; :::; X n : Digig, where D is the domain of the chosen theory. Given a generalized tuple P with schema fX 1 ; :::; X n g, P can be interpreted as the nested relation r(P) de ned as fhA P : hX 1 : a 1 ; :::; X n : a n ii j X 1 = a 1^: ::^X n = a n 2 ext(P)g. Note that the type of r(P) is fhA P : hX 1 : D; :::; X n : Diig. Given a generalized tuple P with schema fX 1 ; :::; X n g, P can also be interpreted as the nested relation n(P) containing only one element, represented by the set ext(P). Thus, n(P) coincides with the set fhA P : fhX 1 : a 1 ; :::; X n : a n igi j X 1 = a 1^: ::^X n = a n 2 ext(P)g. The type of n(P) is fhA P : fhX 1 : D; :::; X n :
Digig. Using this representation, for each EGRA( ) query it is possible to construct an equivalent nested relational algebra query.
C.2 Equivalence results
It is immediate to prove the following proposition. Proposition 6: GRA( ; 1 ) r EGRA( ; f^; _g). Proof: It is simple to show that, given some generalized relations r 1 ; :::; r n , EGRA( ) tuple operators, when applied to r 1 ; :::; r n , return a generalized relation that is requivalent to the generalized relation that is obtained by applying the corresponding GRA( ) operator to r 1 ; :::; r n . Thus, GRA( ; f^; _g) r EGRA( ; f^; _g). Moreover, it can be shown that S( ; 1 ) r S( ; f^; _g), for all 1 . Since GRA( ) is r-based, from Proposition 4, it follows that GRA( ; 1 ) r GRA( ; f^; _g). The thesis follows by transitive closure of the previous results.
Note that, since the semantic function associated with the complement in GRA( ) always returns a generalized relation which is not n-equivalent to the generalized relation returned by the semantic function associated with the complement in EGRA( ) (when both semantic functions are applied to the same input generalized relation), it follows that GRA( ; 1 ) 6 n EGRA( ; f^; _g). Now we analyze the opposite containment. A necessary condition for expressing an EGRA( ; f^; _g) query in GRA( ; 2 ) is to modify the input database, coding in some way each generalized tuple as a set. The aim of this section is to prove that, due to this transformation, EGRA( ; f^; _g) and GRA( ; 2 ) are not r-equivalent, whatever 2 .
To prove this result, a weaker notion of equivalence is rst introduced. This new equivalence relation is called weak, since it relaxes the conditions under which the usual equivalence is de ned (see De nition 8). The basic idea of weak equivalence is that of coding in some way the input of an EGRA( ; f^; _g) query, before applying the corresponding GRA( ; 2 ) query. After that, a decoding function should be applied to the result, to remove the action of the encoding function. A similar approach has been taken in 36] and in 41] to prove results about the nested relational algebra and the relational algebra. Encoding and decoding functions can be formalized as follows.
De nition 9: An encoding function of type ( ; 1 ; 2 ) is a total computable function f from S( ; 1 ) to S( ; 2 ). A decoding function of type ( ; 1 ; 2 ) is a partial computable function g from S( ; 2 ) to S( ; 1 ). 2 Weak equivalence can be de ned as follows. De nition 10: Let L 1 = L 1 and L 2 = L 2 be two syntactic languages. Let S( ; 1 ) and S( ; 2 ) be two EGR supports. Let t 2 fr; ng. L 1 ( ; 1 ) is weakly t-contained in L 2 ( ; 2 ) (denoted by L 1 ( ; 1 ) w t L 2 ( ; 2 )) i there exist an encoding function f of type ( ; 1 ; 2 ) and a decoding function g of type ( ; 1 ; 2 ) such that for each query q 2 L 1 ( ; 1 ) there exists a query q 0 2 L 2 ( ; 2 ) with the following property: In the following we prove that EGRA( ; f^; _g) w n GRA( ; 2 ), assuming that^2 2 (thus, either 2 = f^g or 2 = f^; _g). However, to simplify the presentation, we suppose that 2 = f^g. The other case derives from that.
The chosen encoding and decoding functions of type ( ; 1 ; 2 ) are presented in Table XI . Assuming to deal with a countable set of variables, without compromising the generality of the discussion, the de nitions are given with respect to a countable set of variablesÑ, only used to assign identi ers to generalized tuples.
The encoding function transforms a generalized relation r 2 S( ; f^; _g) in a generalized relation r 0 2 S( ; f^g), such that each generalized tuple of r is contained in r 0 together with a new variable identi er, represented by a constraint admitting only one solution. Each generalized tuple of r containing disjunctions is divided in r 0 in several generalized tuples, all having the same identi er.
The decoding function projects the input relation on all variables, except the ones contained inÑ, if any. If more than one tuple in the input relation has the same values for variables inÑ, the disjunction of such tuples is taken. Table XII shows for each EGRA( ; f^; _g) basic query the corresponding weak equivalent GRA( ; 2 ) query. The two lemmas, presented below, are used in the proof of Theorem 2. See 6] for their complete proofs. Lemma 1: Let r i 2 S( ; ) such that (r i ) \Ñ 6 = ;, i = 1; :::; n, n 2 f1; 2g. Let q be the query associated with one of the GRA expressions listed in the second column of Table XII . Let f and g as de ned in Table XI . Then, g(q(f(g(r 1 )); :::; f(g(r n )))) n g(q(r 1 ; :::; r n )). 2 Lemma 2: Let f and g as de ned in Table XI . Let 1 and 2 be two signatures such that 1 = f^; _g and 2 2 . For each EGRA( ; 1 ) operator semantic function f OP of arity n, n 2 f1; 2g, there exists a GRA( ; 2 ) query q such that for all r 1 ; :::; r n ; n 2 f1; 2g; r i 2 S( ; 1 ); f OP (r 1 ; :::; r n ) n g(q(f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n ))).
Proof: (Sketch) Let R 1 ; :::; R n be the names of the generalized relations belonging to the schema we consider. i (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n ))); i = 1; 2 From Theorem 1, we know that EGRA( ) is n-based. From Proposition 5 and the inductive hypothesis, we obtain that q(r 1 ; :::; r n ) = f OP (q 1 (r 1 ; :::; r n ); q 2 (r 1 ; :::; r n )) is nested equivalent to S f OP (g(q 0 1 (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n ))); g(q 0 2 (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n )))). Let q 0 be the GRA( ) query corresponding to f OP in Table XII . By Lemma 2, S is nested equivalent to g(q 0 (f(r 0 1 ); f(r 0 2 ))), where r 0 i = g(q 0 i (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n ))), i 2 f1; 2g. From Lemma 1, we can replace f(r 0 i ) with q 0 i (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n )), i = 1; 2, obtaining that g(q 0 (f(r 0 1 ); f(r 0 2 ))) is nested equivalent to g(q 0 (q 0 1 (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n )); q 0 2 (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n )))). Note that Lemma 1 can be applied since q 0 i (f(r 1 ); :::; f(r n )) satis es the hypothesis of the lemma. The query0 (q 0 1 ; q 0 2 ) satis es the thesis. Note that if^6 2 2 , the equivalence does not hold. Indeed, in such case there does not exist an encoding function of type ( ; f^; _g; 2 ).
The following corollary presents nal equivalence results about EGRA( ; 1 ) and GRA( ; 2 1. It follows from Proposition 6 and Theorem 2.
2. This result derives from the fact that the proposed encoding and decoding functions cannot be represented in GRA( ; 2 ).
Even if EGRA( ; f^; _g) w r GRA( ; f^g), queries in GRA( ; f^g) are often very complex when compared with the corresponding queries in EGRA( ; f^; _g) (see Table  XII ), even the ones implementing simple user requests. This fact leads to the important consequence that GRA is not adequate to be used as a user language. On the other hand, EGRA( ; f^; _g) allows users to easily write useful queries, without being aware of the tuple identi er. Example 7: The query of Example 5, which in GRA is represented as
( N] (R) n ( N] (R n P (R)))) 1 R: can be simply expressed in EGRA as s (t;P; ) (R): 3 From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it is simple to prove that EGRA( ; f^; _g) is a strict n-based language.
Corollary 2: EGRA( ) is a strict n-based algebra.
EGRA( ) is a n-based algebra: it follows from Theorem 1. EGRA( ) is not r-based: suppose EGRA( ) be rbased. Since GRA( ) is r-based, this means that for each signature 2 1 ) is not r-equivalent to GRA( ; 2 ). Since in both cases we obtain a contradiction, EGRA( ) is not r-based.
C.3 Data complexity
A constraint query Q has data complexity in the complexity class C if there is a Turing machine that, given an The analysis of data complexity of EGRA( ; f^; _g) queries follows from the fact that EGRA( ; f^; _g) w r GRA( ; 2 ), assuming that^2 2 , and results about data complexity of GRA( ; 2 ).
It is simple to show that the data complexity of the chosen encoding and decoding functions f and g is in class NC 3] . Therefore, by considering Fig. 2 , we can deduce that, if the complexity of GRA( ; 2 ) is in a complexity class C containing or equal to NC, the data complexity of EGRA( ; f^; _g) is equal to the data complexity of GRA( ; 2 ). Proposition 7: Let be a decidable logical theory, admitting variable elimination and closed under complementation. Suppose that^2 2 . Suppose that the data complexity of GRA( ; 2 ) is in class C. Then, the data complexity of EGRA( ; 1 ) is in class C i NC is contained in C. Otherwise, it is in NC.
2 For example, from 23], 24] it follows that GRA( RP ; f^g) has NC data complexity when RP is the real polynomial constraint theory. From Proposition 7, it follows that also EGRA( RP ; f^; _g) has NC data complexity.
VII. External functions
The introduction of external functions in database languages is an important topic. Functions increase the expressive power of database languages, relying on user de ned procedures, without modifying the language de nition. External functions can be considered as library functions, completing the knowledge about a certain application domain.
If we consider constraint query algebras, the introduction of external functions must preserve the closure of the language. The following de nition introduces a class of functions for constraint databases that satisfy this property. In the following, DOM gentuple ( ; ; S) is the set of all the possible generalized tuples on and , having (S) as schema, where (S) denotes the set of variables in S and S is a tuple of variables (denoted by X 1 ; : : :; X n ]). 10 De nition 11: Let be a decidable logical theory and be a signature. An admissible function f for and is a function from DOM gentuple ( ; ; S) to DOM gentuple ( ; ; S 0 ), where S and S 0 may be di erent. S is called the input schema of f and it is denoted by is(f), whereas S 0 is called the output schema of f and it is denoted by os(f).
2 When using external functions, two new operators, called application dependent operators 11 can be added to 10 The de nition of S as a tuple simpli esthe de nitionof application dependent operators (see Table XIII ). 11 The term application dependent operators comes from the fact 
EGRA( ):
The family of Apply Transformation operators allows to apply an admissible function to a generalized relation. Each operator of the family is speci ed by AT Sr f , where f is an admissible function and Sr is a tuple of variables. The result of the application of AT Sr f to a generalized relation r, whose schema contains (Sr), is a new relation obtained from the previous one by replacing each generalized tuple t by a new tuple t 0 . The new tuple t 0 is obtained from t by modifying the set of values assigned to variables in Sr, according to the application of function f. The second operator (Application dependent set selection) is similar to the set selection of Table VIII ; the only di erence is that now queries speci ed in the selection condition C f may contain the operator AT Sr f . Using the previous operators, we can now de ne the constraint algebra EGRA( ; F) De nition 12: Let be a decidable logical theory, admitting quanti er elimination and closed under complementation and be a signature. Let F be a set of admissible functions for and . We denote by EGRA( ; F) the set of queries obtained by composing the semantics of application dependent operators presented in Table XIII and the  semantics of EGRA( ) operators. 2 Example 8: To show some examples of queries using application dependent operators, we consider metric relationships in spatial applications. Metric relationships are based on the concept of Euclidean distance referred to the reference space E 2 . Since a quadratic expression is needed to compute this type of distance, metric relationships can be represented in EGRA( P ; F) only if proper external functions are introduced. For example the following two functions can be included in F:
Distance: given a constraint c with four variables (X; Y; X 0 ; Y 0 ), representing two spatial objects, it generates a constraint Dis(c) obtained from c by adding a variable D which represents the minimum Euclidean distance between the two spatial objects (thus the input schema is X; Y; X 0 ; Y 0 ], whereas the output schema is X; Y; X 0 ; Y 0 ; D]).
that functions re ect the application requirements.
Bu er: given a constraint c, it generates the constraint Buf (c) which represents all points that have a distance from c less than or equal to (thus the input and output schemas coincide and correspond to X; Y ]). A formal de nition of these functions can be found in 4]. Some relevant spatial queries using external functions are shown in Table XIV(A) .
In temporal applications, we believe that a \duration" function should also be inserted in the language. Note that the measure of the duration of an interval cannot be represented by D , since none of the mathematical operations are admitted in this theory. Therefore, in order to take into account the duration of an interval, the following external function has to be introduced in F: Duration: given the interval t, it produces the distance Dur(t) on the axis of time between its starting point and its ending point (for example, the constraint (X 6)^(X 10) is transformed into (X = 4)). If t is a non-contiguous interval, the sum of the duration of all its intervals is produced. Input and output schema coincide. An example of temporal query using the function Duration is reported in Table XIV(B).  3 VIII. Conclusions and future work Constraint databases use mathematical constraints tonitely model possibly in nite sets of relational tuples. In this paper, we have proposed a constraint relational model, based on the nested relational algebra, and investigated several related issues. The main novelty of our model, compared to other models, is the support for more general generalized tuples, the de nition of a set-based language, and the introduction of external functions. We have shown that the algebra is more suitable for end-users than the algebra proposed in 23], but it is equivalent to it when identi ers are introduced in input databases. From several examples, we have shown that the proposed algebra is well suited for spatial and temporal applications.
An update language has also been developed, based on the same principles of the algebra 4]. Moreover, a set-based calculus extended with external functions and equivalent to the proposed algebra has also been proposed 5]. Future work includes several issues, either related to the speci c model and algebra presented in this paper or, in general, to the use of constraint databases. Canonical forms. In order to e ciently perform algebraic operations and reduce the redundancy of the representation, generalized tuples should be represented using some canonical form. A canonical form for dense-order constraints and its impact on the de nition of generalized relational algebra have been discussed in 23]. Speci c canonical forms for linear generalized tuples should also be developed. Cost-based optimization. In relational databases, information on data structures should be used after the logical optimization step to determine the optimal execution plan. A similar situation arises in spatial databases. Techniques applied in both kind of systems should be integrated to de ne a cost-based optimizer for constraint databases. Preliminary results on this topic can be found in 8]. Computational geometry algorithms. The use of constraints might sometimes simplify the execution of some spatial queries. For example, the intersectionbased spatial join can be computed on constraints by applying a satis ability check, without using any computational geometry algorithm. This new approach to process spatial queries has to be compared with the classical one, based on the use of computational geometry algorithms.
